
A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE OF SPLITTING AND LUMPING IN

ANTHROPOLOGY

You are either on the side of the splitters or you are on the side of the lumpers. Personally, I have not decided which I
favor most. In order to conduct the research.

Uncover new sources by reviewing other students' references and bibliographies Inspire new perspectives and
arguments or counterarguments to address in your own essay Read our Academic Honor Code for more
information on how to use and how not to use our library. Specialists, unlike popular authors, tend to be
splitters, lest they lose sight of variation that could turn out to matter. A "splitter" is an individual who takes
precise definitions, and creates new categories to classify samples that differ in key ways. Three
distinct-looking Pachycephalosaur dinosaurs, recognized as the juvenile, adolescent, and adult forms of the
same species. Hindu splitters, and individual adherents, often identify themselves as adherents of a religion
such as Shaivism , Vaishnavism , or Shaktism according to which deity they believe to be the supreme creator
of the universe. This illustrates the principle that "splits can be lumped more easily than lumps can be split".
Google Scholar Sherman, Richard C. Download preview PDF. Such differences could be resolved if the
organisms were alive, but with only fossils to go off of, paleontologists have to do the best they can with the
available evidence. And paleoanthropologists have long argued about whether 13,year-old, three-foot tall
hominid bones from Indonesia are those of diseased modern humans or a unique lineage with short stature.
Sometimes, especially in the past when communication was more difficult, taxonomists working in isolation
have given two distinct names to individual organisms later identified as the same species. Apples and oranges
and bananas are all fruit, and go into the fruit category. And so forth and so on. What hooks you? Lumpers
tend to assume that separation of animal populations is rarely complete, that mutations do not occur often, and
that the process of speciation is therefore not fast. New York: Columbia University Press. Google Scholar
Helms, Mary W. In music it can mean every composer from Hummel through Rachmaninoff , plus many that
came after. We'll take a look right away. In the US, Greenberg 's and Ruhlen 's work has been met with little
acceptance from linguists. Bradshaw suggests that the same principles of lumping and splitting apply to the
study of early Christian liturgy. This can result in lumping previously distinct species into one. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press. Generally, closely related groups of organisms constitute distinct species when they
are on separate evolutionary tracks, which usually occurs because of lack of interbreeding between the two
groups. London: Elek. The international team of researchers behind the work contends that all five skulls and
by extension many similar fossils discovered previously in Africa belong to the same species. For example, in
the arts, "Romantic" can refer specifically to a period of German poetry roughly from , but would exclude the
later work of Goethe , among other writers. Splitters see many parallel and overlapping strands which
intermingle and flow apart so that there is not a single coherent path in development of liturgical texts. Duncan
The American Occupational Structure. Software modelling[ edit ] Software engineering often proceeds by
building models sometimes known as model-driven architecture. Urbana: University of Illinois Press.
Furthermore, argument and reinterpretation are normal, healthy parts of the process of science. Splitters, by
contrast, emphasised differences, and resisted simple schemes. Where's the evolution? American linguists of
recent decades tend to be splitters. No two specialists balance lumping and splitting in quite the same way, but
it makes a huge difference to the terminology that they use, and to the historical possibilities they think about.
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press. Google Scholar Bruner, Jerome S. As he put it Splitters regard
the comparative method meaning not comparison in general, but only reconstruction of a common ancestor or
protolanguage as the only valid proof of kinship, and consider genetic relatedness to be the question of
interest. It is often described as "lumping" versus "splitting. Check out our Privacy and Content Sharing
policies for more information. Google Scholar Luria, Alexander, R. Perhaps then, many of our ancient human
relatives were erroneously assumed to be of different species based on unimportant differences in shape and
because they were found in different localities.


